The grey systems theory aims at the objects that their information is inadequate and this situation is general in reality. It has been urgent work to study the uncertain problems using the missing information. With the help of the simple introduction of grey systems theory, we further study the covered operation and get some calculation rules about grey number. The definition of grey matrix (GM) and its covered operation are proposed. Particularly, some results of the inverse grey matrix are obtained. Also with the help of the proposed grey matrix theory and the traditional input-output analysis, we propose the grey input-output analysis. The most important results are the computational formulas and their rigorous proofs of the matrix-covered set of the inverse grey Leontief coefficient's matrix. It provides an effective tool to study an economic system by the input-output analysis under the uncertain situation. The modified case verifies the effectiveness of our methodology.
Introduction
In the medium of the 18th century, the second law of thermodynamics took us into an uncertain world and caused the research of stochastic process. Combined with the probability and mathematical statistics, the research of stochastic process had greatly promoted the development of modern science. Consequently, we had been forced to face the recognizable difficulty as the object's boundary is undistinguishable. In 1965, Zadeh proposed the fuzzy systems theory to resolve this type of uncertain problems with the membership function [1] . For another specific phenomenon with inadequate or missing information, however, we could not give the accurate values but their boundary. Based on the obtained information, this phenomenon can be divided into the white box whose information is completely knowable, the black box whose information is absolutely unknowable, and the grey box whose information is partly knowable and partly unknowable, respectively. The Chinese scholar, Deng (see [2] ) originated the grey systems theory in 1982. It provided a methodology to resolve this grey phenomenon.
The grey systems theory, fuzzy systems theory, as well as the probability and mathematical statistics are three typical tools to resolve the uncertain problems, but their solutions are different [3, 4] . The probability and mathematical statistics does with the stochastic uncertain phenomenons. We can get the probability of every emerged event through large numbers of statistic materials. The fuzzy systems theory is involved in the cognitive uncertain problems and it depends on the experience of decision-makers. The grey systems theory aims at studying the uncertain situation with inadequate information [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The object to be researched has the feature that the extension is known but the connotation. For example, the sum of people in the world will be controlled between 60 and 80 hundred million in 2010. It means that the true number, which is the connotation, must be in [60, 80 ], but we do not know it. Since the grey systems theory was proposed, it has been greatly developed by many scholars' efforts and successfully applied in many fields, such as economics, social problems, science and technology, agriculture, ecology, biology, etc. (see [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] etc.).
The input-output analysis was proposed by Leontief while he analyzed the US economy [19] . It explained the interconnection among sectors of complex economic systems, which may be national, regional, or enterprise type. Through the development about 60 years, the input-output analysis has been viewed as one of the effective and normative tools by the United Nation. Most of countries and regions in the world set up their input-output tables for every several years to forecast and control the economic development using these coefficients, such as the direct and complete consumption ones, the influence and the interaction ones, etc. (see [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] etc.).
But most of results about the input-output analysis are deterministic. In reality, the statistical datum are inaccurate and the forecasting may be unprecise, so it had been urgent work to explain the economic and technological interconnection among sectors of complex economic systems under uncertain situation. Many researchers have discussed it and obtained some confident results using other uncertain methods (see [29] [30] [31] [32] etc.). But we consider that the economic system has more grey properties than stochastic and fuzzy. For example, when determining the sum of the input that sector i throws into sector j, we can only get the range around the true, such as that between 100 and 120 tons. On the other hand, when forecasting the future economic system, we can also give its range, such as the fact that the value of the final consumption product of sector i will be between 20 and 22 million dollars next year. For all of these discussed situations above, we only know that the true numbers must be in the estimated ranges. Then the grey systems theory can be utilized to analyze the input/output relation among sectors and it is called grey input-output analysis (GIOA). The established model and table are grey input-output model (GIOM) and grey input-output table (GIOT), respectively. In this paper, we only deal with the value type, i.e., the unit of all inputs and outputs is currency.
The paper [33] discussed the GIOA and obtained the global optimal solution by the grey mathematical programming based on the genetic algorithm. It gave the formula of the inverse grey matrix but the manipulation process, so we could not obtain a sort of coefficients, which are essential to analyze the technological relation among sectors. The paper [34] only discussed grey factors that are difficult to be quantified, such as the weather condition. On the other hand, the numbers in this paper are also deterministic. The paper [35] utilized the upper and lower bounds to get the range of the inverse Leontief coefficient's matrix, but they did not verify it and the computation process was not satisfied with grey meaning. In this paper, we propose the grey matrix theory and give the manipulation formulas of the inverse grey matrix. Then some coefficients of the input-output analysis can be obtained under the uncertain situation and we can use them to forecast and analyze the economic system. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some basic knowledge of grey systems theory, such as the grey hazy set, grey number and its covered operation. The further study about grey number is enumerated. In Section 3, we propose the grey matrix theory and stress the difference between the matrix-covered set and the interval matrix. In Section 4, the grey input-output analysis is proposed and some important results are obtained. We analyze a modified case by our grey input-output analysis in Section 5. At last, the conclusion is given.
Preliminaries
In this section, we will introduce some basic knowledge of grey systems theory. There are four parts below and the Parts I, II and IV can be seen in [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , etc. For systematic comprehension, they can be found in book [44] . The Part III is our work and we give some remarks in this section.
Grey hazy set and grey number
Just as the fact that the Cantor Set and Fuzzy Set are the foundation of probability and mathematical statistics and fuzzy systems theory, respectively, the base of grey systems theory is Grey Hazy Set.
Definition 2.1. Supposing that k is a proposition and k(h) is a set of information about it. If k(h) is (1) propositional; (2) complete; (3) objective; (4) true; (5) whitened or non-whitened, then we call it the proposition-information field about k. (1) Intention shows that we collect the information to obtain the truth of the proposition. (2) Interim shows that the obtained information is temporary and we can get more information using other methods. (3) Intengible shows that we could not justify whether the obtained information about the proposition is true/objective or not. (4) Inkling shows that the truth of the proposition is difficult to be whitened and we cannot get it based on the obtained information.
Definition 2.3. The Hazy Set that includes the proposition-information field is called kernelled Hazy Set.
Definition 2.4. These subsets, i.e., the Embryo Set, the Growing Set, the Mature Set and the Evidence Set, which are evolved from Kernelled Hazy Set, are called Grey Hazy Set. That is to say, Grey Hazy Set ¼ fEmbryo Set; Growing Set; Mature Set; Evidence Setg:
In fact, the Embryo Set is a black box, and the Evidence Set is a white one, and the Growing and Mature Sets are grey ones. When the information about the object/proposition is supplemented, the subsets may be gradually evolved from the Embryo Set, the Growing Set, the Mature Set and the Evidence Set, respectively. It is apparent that the Grey Hazy Set is dynamic and its evolutive order is fixed, i.e., Embryo Set ) Growing Set ) Mature Set ) Evidence Set.
Note. The Kernelled Hazy Set assures that the obtained information is correct and objective, and the truth is always within these subsets.
Example 2.1. we guess the stature of someone and suppose that it is 178 cm. Because the stature of a man is between 0 cm to 300 cm, we have that (0, 300] is the Embryo Set. If we know that he is an adult, then his stature is between 140 cm and 300 cm, and [140, 300] is the Growing Set; when knowing other information, for example, his stature is normal, we get that [170, 180] is the Mature Set; At last, we measure him and get his true stature, then {178} is the Evidence Set.
Just as the fuzzy number of fuzzy systems theory, the ''number'' of grey systems theory is grey number (GN) and it is based on the Grey Hazy Set. Before introducing the GN, we will give the following definitions. Definition 2.5. Supposing that } is an operator, and x i (i 2 I and I is the set of natural numbers) is a number (real, fuzzy or grey), and d is a real number. If x i } x i ¼ d holds for all i 2 I, then we call } a common operation.
For example, if x i ði 2 IÞ are real numbers, we can get a real number 0 and have that x i À x i ¼ 0 holds for all i 2 I. Then the operator ''-'' is a common operation. Definition 2.6. A number is called an absolutely conceptional number (ACN), if it only exists in our mind and its specific value need not be paid attention in operation, such as the 1 and the e; It is a relatively conceptional number (RCN), if it belongs to the conception in mind. The specific value of RCN may or may not be paid attention in operation, such as the grey number that we will discuss later. 
The covered operation of the GN
In this part, we introduce the basic operation between GNs. Because the expressive form of GN is a set of numbers, i.e., the number-covered set, and the practical participators are the elements of it, we call the operation between GNs as the covered operation. 
ij Þ vanish at the same timeg; then we call '''' the covered operation between the GNs i and j , and denote it as Proof. Supposing that has two different number-covered sets D 1 and D 2 , which maybe exist for different (or same) proposition-information field, we certainly know that the only potential true number (or the true one) of D 1 is the same as the one of D 2 from Definition 2.10, and denote it as d
. From Definition 2.14, we get that the number-covered set and only potential true number of À are
we know that the true number 0 appears, and the number-covered set D 1 À D 2 has evolved into the Evidence Set {0}, so À is not uncertain and equal to 0. It is the same for Ä . h
The specific forms of operation between GNs are as below. 
Theorem 2.3. Supposing that is a GN and D is its number-covered set. Let fþ; À; Â; Äg be a binary operation. If a is a real number, then we have that a is a GN and its number-covered set is as below:
where 0 2 D when the operator is ''Ä''.
Example 2.3. There are some water in a cup. Someone does not know how much it is, and the volume of water is a GN . But he can determine that the volume is between 10 ml and 13 ml based on some information and get that the number-covered set is [10, 13] . If he pours the water, then the volume of water in the cup is the GN À and its number-covered set is ½10; 13 À ½10; 13 ¼ ½À3; 3 from Definitions 2.14 and 2.16. However, we certainly know that there is no water in the cup. The true number 0 is in ½À3; 3 and ½À3; 3 ) f0g holds. That is to say, À ¼ 0.
Further study
With the help of the Part II, we have the covered operation between DGN and CGN as below.
Definition 2.17. Supposing that i is a DGN and j is a CGN, and their number-covered sets are
, where 2 fþ; À; Â; Äg. Then we have that D ij (or D ji ) is the number-covered set of ij (or ji ) and it is as below: 
Proof. If 1 ¼ 2 , i.e., they are the same GN, then from Definition 2.10, a GN has only one potential true number, and we have d
, it is only one, then we have that they exist for the same proposition. Otherwise, we could not affirm that d 1 and d 2 are identical as they are PNs. Because the GN is based on the proposition, we have that the GN is only one under the uncertain situation even if the proposition-information fields are different, so
where k is the sum of , we have the following theorem.
and if 0 is not the only potential true number (or the true number) of , then k Ä k ¼ 1 and ðkÞ Ä ðkÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. Supposing that D and d are the number-covered set and the only potential true number of , respectively, we have that
are the number-covered set and the only potential true number of k from Definition 2.14 (or the (3) of Definitions 2.15, 2.16), respectively. Then Proof. For d 2 D, we know that the obtained information is the proposition-information field. On the other hand, D is grey as the specific value of d is unknown. Then D is a Grey Hazy Set, and we have that it is a number-covered set of from Definition 2.10. h Theorem 2.7. Supposing that 1 , 2 and 3 are three GNs, we get that the operation 2 fþ; Âg among them satisfies the following rules:
(1) the commutative law of addition and multiplication, i.e., 1 þ 2 ¼ 2 þ 1 and 1 Â 2 ¼ 2 Â 1 ; (2) the combination law of addition and multiplication, i.e.,
Proof. From Definition 2.14, we know that d 
From Theorem 2.2, we have that the number-covered set of 2 À 2 is the Evidence Set {0}.
Note. From Definition 2.15, we know that D 2 À D 2 ¼ fÀ9; À7; À2; 0; 2; 7; 9g is also a number-covered set of 2 À 2 , but it is a relatively inferior one. Because D 2 À D 2 ) f0g has been realized, we omit the number-covered set fÀ9; À7; À2; 0; 2; 7; 9g (see the set D ij of Definition 2.14).
The number-covered sets of other GNs are as follows, respectively:
2.4. The difference between the number-covered set of GN and the interval number
The number-covered set of GN is greatly different from the interval number and we point out the difference between them below. Because the information about the stature in Proposition 1 is not complete, it is not the proposition-information field from Definition 2.1. The range of numbers [140, 300] is an interval number, and we know that it has not information background from Definition 2.10 (note that the information background of a GN is the proposition-information field). In fact, we certainly know that the stature of someone may be a number of [140, 300] , then all numbers of it are true.
On the other hand, the information about the stature in Proposition 2 is complete because every estimated number about his/her stature can be convergent to the true one under the correct information. The obtained information is the proposition-information field. The range of numbers [140, 300] is a number-covered set and there is only one that is true in it.
The difference between the number-covered set of GN and the interval number is below:
(1) Information. The GN exists for the proposition and its number-covered set is based on the information background, such as k(h) and d w . When the information is added, the chaos of GN becomes smaller. When all of the relevant information appears, the GN vanishes and becomes a true number, and its number-covered set evolves into the Evidence Set. The interval number has no information and it is immovable. (2) The special form of the operation. The result that a GN subtracts itself is 0, and divides itself is 1 if 0 is not its only potential true number. That is to say, we always have that
hold even if the GN has two different number-covered sets D 1 and D 2 . But the result that an interval number subtracts or divides itself is also an interval number. (3) The true number. It is the only one in the number-covered set of GN. But for the interval number, all elements in it are true. (4) Form. The number-covered set of GN has many expressive forms. Before the true number appears, it can be expressed by different interval numbers, even by a disperse form. Based on the obtained information, the interval form (if the number-covered set of GN is expressed by it) is dynamic and evolutive. The form of the interval number is sole, which is ½a; b. 
The grey matrix
The matrix is an important mathematical instrument not only for mathematics, but also for other subjects. The creativity of the matrix theory greatly promotes and enriches the development of other subjects. The appearance and development of many new theories, technologies and methods attribute to the creative application and spread of matrix. In this section, we will propose the grey matrix and some basic operations of it.
The definition of grey matrix
The definition of grey matrix has been discussed by other researchers [45, 46] and is similar to ours. Definition 3.1. For the elements of a matrix A, if there exists at least a GN among them, then we call the matrix as grey matrix (GM) and denote it as AðÞ. Remark 3.1. Apparently, the GM has following properties:
(1) The elements of it may be GNs or real numbers and every GN must satisfies the definition 2.10; (2) For a GM AðÞ ¼ ð ij Þ mÂn , the element ij exists for the appropriate proposition k ij and its number-covered set is based on the proposition-information field k ij ðhÞ ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ. So AðÞ exists for all of k ij and its matrix-covered set is based on all of k ij ðhÞ. T are the only potential true vector, the whitened vector and the vector-covered set of X ðÞ, respectively, and X ; X ð e Þ 2 X ðDÞ hold.
In fact, a GV is a special GM.
Definition 3.7. Let AðÞ be a GM/GV, For the element ij of a GM/GV AðÞ ¼ ð ij Þ mÂn , because it may has more than one number-covered set, which is based on the different or same proposition-information field k ij ðhÞ ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ, we know that AðÞ may has more than one matrix/vector-covered set. 11 , then we get the GM AðÞ, the matrix-covered set AðDÞ, the only potential true matrix A and one of the whitened matrices Að e Þ below:
From Definition 3.7, we know that AðÞ above is a CGM. If the number-covered set of 11 is f1; 2g, then AðÞ is a DGM and its matrix-covered set is the relatively superior one.
The covered operation of GM
With the help of Definitions 2.14-2.17 and the matrix theory, we propose the covered operation between GMs in this part. Definition 3.10. Let Að e Þ and Bð e Þ, A and B as well as AðDÞ and BðDÞ be the whitened matrices, the only potential true matrices and the matrix-covered sets of the GMs AðÞ and BðÞ, respectively. CðÞ is the result between AðÞ and BðÞ by the operator , and CðDÞ is the matrix-covered set of CðÞ. If the following equations:
AðÞ BðÞ
then we call '''' the covered operation between AðÞ and BðÞ, and denote it as AðÞ BðÞ ) fAðDÞ BðDÞg:
The definition above shows that the result CðÞ is also a GM, and C 2 CðDÞ is its only potential true matrix.
From Definitions 2.15-2.17 and 3.10, we have the specific covered operations of GM below. 
where D ik Â D 
The inverse grey matrix
The inverse matrix has an important role in matrix theory, so does the inverse grey matrix in grey matrix theory. And we discuss it below. i.e., the true matrix I appears, then AðÞ Â AðÞ À1 ¼ I holds. h Calculate the matrix-covered sets of the following GMs:
(1) AðÞ À AðÞ; ð2Þ AðÞ À BðÞ; ð3Þ AðÞ þ CðÞ; ð4Þ AðÞ Â BðÞ.
From Theorem 3.2, we have that the matrix-covered set of AðÞ À AðÞ is {O}. 3.4. The interval matrix and the difference between it and the matrix-covered set of GM Just as the fact that the interval number is different from the number-covered set of GN, the interval matrix is also greatly different from the matrix-covered set of GM. In this part, we will give the definition of the interval matrix and discuss the difference between them. The difference between the matrix-covered set of GM and the interval matrix is as follows:
(1) Information. The number-covered set of very element in a GM exists for its appropriate propositioninformation field k ij ðhÞ, so the matrix-covered set of GM also has the dynamic and evolutive property. As the information is added, the chaos of GM becomes smaller. When all of the relevant information appears, the matrix-covered set of GM should evolve into the Evidence Set and the true matrix is obtained. The interval matrix has no information. To sum up, the matrices of grey systems theory include: True matrix A H and the only potential true matrix A ; The GM AðÞ; The whitened matrix Að e Þ and the matrix-covered set AðDÞ.
Grey input-output analysis
The input-output analysis has been a scientific method and effective tool to study the economical balance and forecast the development of future economy. Combining traditional input-output analysis with grey matrix theory given in section above, we propose the grey input-output analysis for uncertainty. There are two parts below. We introduce the traditional value-type input-output analysis and get some results in Part I, and give our method in Part II.
The introduction of traditional value-type input-output analysis
Suppose that there are n sectors in an economic system, and the unit of statistic datum is money, i.e., the value type (see Table 1 ).
The meaning of the variables in Table 1 is as follows: 
. . . ; nÞ: ð4:1Þ
. . . ; Y n Þ T , we can get the following input-output low-model from the lows of Table 1 :
where A ¼ ða ij Þ nÂn is the direct consumption coefficient matrix and a ij ¼
. . . ; nÞ is the direct consumption coefficient.
For the value-type input-output analysis, the direct consumption coefficient a ij satisfies 0 6 a ij < 1 and X n i¼1 a ij < 1 ði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ: ð4:3Þ This is the famous Solow condition. From the direct consumption coefficient matrix A, we can get other important coefficients below: The following lemma has been proved in matrix theory.
Lemma 4.1. For a square matrix B, if kBk p < 1 ð1 6 p 6 þ1Þ holds, where k:k p is the pÀ norm of a matrix/ vector, then we have 
where k:k col is the column-sum norm of a matrix/vector. Then the theorem holds from Lemma 4.1. h
The grey input-output analysis
When we control or manage an economic system using the input-output analysis, the statistic datum are usually required to be exact and it is difficult to do in reality. For example, when ascertaining Intermediate Output/ Input x ij , we could only estimate its range, i.e, ½x ij ¼ ½x
under the correct information, i.e., the proposition-information field k ij ðhÞ. Under the situation, we can get a grey number x ij ðÞ and its number-covered set ½x ij . It is the same for Final Use, Total Value-added and Total Input/ Output, and we denote these grey numbers as Y i ðÞ, N j ðÞ and X i ðÞ=X j ðÞ, and their number-covered sets as
. . . ; nÞ, respectively (see Table 2 ), where
ð4:5Þ
Note that the number-covered sets ½X where [A] is the matrix-covered set of AðÞ and it has following two forms:
. . . ; nÞ: Table 2 The number-covered table of grey value-type input-output analysis
The number-covered set of intermediate output of sector j
The number-covered set of final use
The number-covered set of total output
The number-covered set of intermediate input of sector i
. . . nÞ
The number-covered set of total value-added of sector j
The number-covered set of total input
where
. . . ; nÞ: ð4:8Þ
It is apparent that ½A 1 is the matrix-covered set of AðÞ from Definition 2.16, and we will verify that ½A 2 is also such one in the following.
Theorem 4.3. ½A 2 is a matrix-covered set of grey direct consumption coefficient matrix AðÞ.
, where h i ; h 0 j 0 2 ½0; 1 for the given j 0 ði; j 0 ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ. From Eqs. (4.1) and (4.5), we have the total input/ output
and the direct consumption coefficient
ð4:9Þ
In order to obtain the range of a ij 0 ðh 1 ; h 2 ; . . . ; h n ; h 0 j 0 Þ, we should calculate its partial differential.
From the equation above, we get the largest value when
. . . ; n; k 6 ¼ iÞ and h 
and ½A 2 is the matrix-covered set of grey direct consumption coefficient matrix AðÞ. 
is always true, but it maybe holds under the given condition. 
Proof. For a < b and the following equation:
we have
so the lemma holds. h
are smaller while Dx ij becomes smaller ði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ. Then we should obtain the statistic datum as accuracy as possible. On the other hand, Eq. (4.10) is usually satisfied in a large economic system as the value of N j or Y i ði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ is large. 
Proof. Because the matrix-covered set of AðÞ k is ½A k ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ, we have that I þ ½A þ ½A 2 þ Á Á Á is the matrix-covered set of I þ AðÞ þ ðAðÞÞ 2 þ Á Á Á, i.e., ðI À AðÞÞ
. . .Þ, we get the following theorems to calculate the matrix-covered set ðI À ½AÞ À1 of ðI À AðÞÞ À1 .
Theorem 4.6. If Eq. (4.10) holds, then 8e > 0, there must exists an positive integer k 0 , and the matrix-covered set ðI À ½AÞ À1 of ðI À AðÞÞ À1 is as below: and then
Supposing that k 0 ¼ int
, where the value of intðxÞ is an integer which is not larger than x. From the equation above, we have
; eÞ nÂn :
. . .Þ, we also have
; eÞ nÂn ; so the following equation:
holds. From Theorem 3.7, we have Eq. (4.10) shows that the chaos of AðÞ should be small enough, i.e., the information background of every element of AðÞ may be more.
From Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13), we get the matrix/number-covered sets of other grey matrices/numbers below:
(1) ½B ¼ ð½b ij Þ nÂn ¼ ðI À ½AÞ À1 À I is the matrix-covered set of grey complete consumption coefficient matrix BðÞ.
is the matrix-covered set of grey complete required coefficient matrix BðÞ.
is the number-covered set of grey influence coefficient F ðÞ j ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ, where
is the number-covered set of grey induction coefficient EðÞ i ði ¼ so the economic system can be controlled. The following algorithm is to calculate the matrix-covered set ðI À ½AÞ À1 .
Algorithm:
Step 1: Do statistics and get the number-covered sets ½x ij , ½Y i and ½N j ði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ.
Step 
Case study
In this section, we will use our methodology to study a modified case. The national economy is a complex system and is made of many sectors. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that it has only six sectors, which are the agriculture (sector 1), the industry (sector 2), the construction (sector 3), the transportation-post (sector 4), the business and catering trade (sector 5), and the other service departments (sector 6).
The input-output analysis can reflect the dependence relationship between the input and the output of sectors. It is usually utilized to do economic analysis, policy simulation, forecasting and controlling, etc. The direct consumption coefficient is an important parameter to reflect the technologic interconnection among sectors. However, because the system is complex and the information is inadequate, it is impossible to get the exact value of all statistical datum. They are uncertain, but we can get their range and affirm that the true ones are included using the correct investigation method. Under the situation, the statistic datum are grey numbers, i.e., x ij ðÞ, Y i ðÞ and N j ðÞ, and we can get their number-covered sets ½x ij , ½Y i and ½N j ði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 6Þ, respectively (see Table 3 and the unite is 100 million RMB). In order to analyze the technological interconnection among the six sectors, we should get the number-covered sets of grey direct consumption coefficients.
Step 1: The number-covered sets of grey statistical datum have been obtained (see Table 3 );
Step 2: After calculating ½X j ¼ ½X À j ; X þ j using Eq. (4.5) (see Table 3 . . . ; nÞ of grey direct consumption coefficients can be obtained (see Table 4 ). Table 4 shows that the true direct consumption coefficients must be in their appropriate ranges even if we do not know their values. For example, a 12 2 ½0:0804; 0:0806. It means that the true value of direct consumption coefficient between sectors 1 and 2 must be in the interval [0.0804,0.0806], so we can justify that the technologic relation between them is not close. In order to speed the development of the agriculture and improve the interconnection between them, the leaders should set down some policies to support the agriculture that is endowed by the industry, such as adjusting product structure of the industry, and improving the price of the agriculture's products. On the other hand, a 23 2 ½0:5634; 0:5643 means that the direct consumption coefficient between the industry and the construction is about 0.5638, and the interconnection of the two sectors are very close. Using these ranges, our leaders and advisers can presume the relationship among the six sectors.
On the other hand, how to control the total output if we strengthen the Final Use next year? For example, in order to improve the standard of living, the government wants to produce the Final Use as below: ½Y 0 ¼ ð½5000; 5200; ½91; 000; 92; 000; ½5200; 5500; ½1100; 1300; ½3400; 3600; ½5900; 6180Þ T :
From the following equation:
we can get the range of total output under the given technological condition next year. At first, we should calculate the matrix-covered set ðI À ½AÞ À1 .
Step 2: (continue) Denote the matrix-covered set of grey direct consumption coefficient matrix as ½A ¼ ð½a À ij ; a þ ij Þ nÂn (see Table 4 Table 5 ). The result ½X 0 means that we should produce the range of products' value next year. For example, if the product of sector 1 is between 27,940 and 28,910 million RMB, then it can be promised that the Final Use is in [5000, 5200]. Otherwise, the national economy maybe greatly lose its balance.
The case study shows that we can analyze and control the national economy using the grey input-output analysis even if the information is inadequate. It is impossible to get the exact statistic datum for the large and complex economy, but the range of them can be obtained under correct investigation. The grey input-output analysis provides a methodology to resolve this problem. We can analyze it using the matrix-covered set of grey direct consumption coefficient matrix, and presume the interconnection among sectors. We also control the production of sectors through Final Use. On the other hand, the range of other coefficients can also be obtained and they are helpful for the analysis of economy.
Conclusions
We introduce grey number and its covered operation, and propose grey matrix theory, and get some operational rules about the grey number and grey matrix. Although others have given the definition of grey matrix, they did not give the definition of inverse grey matrix. The inverse one has an important role for the development of grey matrix theory, and it can greatly promote the development of grey systems theory. The re-definition of grey matrix, especially inverse grey matrix, and its calculation formulas in this paper may have positive meaning both the theoretic progress and practical applications. We also propose grey input-output analysis based on grey systems theory and traditional input-output analysis, especially the computational formulas of the matrix-covered set of inverse grey Leontief coefficient's matrix ðI À AðÞÞ À1 . It is important to analyze and control the economic system and make it possible to estimate the interconnection among sectors under the information-missing situation. The proposed method provides an effective tool to study economic systems by the input-output analysis in uncertain situation.
However, the calculation of inverse grey matrix is particular, i.e., the true elements of grey matrix should satisfy Eq. (4.3). How to get the matrix-covered set of inverse grey matrix under the general situation? On the other hand, how to do for other technical methods of input-output analysis, such as the dynamic one, the enterprise one, and the input-occupancy-output analysis, etc? It may be our next work.
